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Abstract 

Due to the popularity of online marketplaces in recent decades, online sellers and merchants 

have asked their customers to offer their thoughts on the things they have purchased. As a 
result, millions of evaluations are generated every day, making it difficult for a potential 

customer to decide whether or not to purchase the goods. For product makers, analyzing such 
a large number of comments is difficult and time-consuming. 

 
Sentiment Analysis is also known as Opinion Mining and it is the systematic identification, 

extraction, evaluation, and study of important situations and independent information using 

natural language analysis and textual analysis. From advertising to client service to clinical 

medicine, sentiment analysis is frequently employed in survey reviews and replies, 

communication and communication platforms, and health care technologies. Sentiment 

analysis has a great impact on social media it tells how people trust about your brand online. 

Mainly sentiment analysis is beneficial for agent monitoring, handling multiple customers 

online, identifying key emotional triggers, adaptive customer service, live insights basically 

for businesses to gain insights about how customer feel about recent topics and find out the 

urgent issues in real time before they spiral out of control. Not only for customers reviews 

online but it is also beneficial in order to extract important and useful information about the 

teaching methodology of a teacher and also towards the course curriculum. It helps to 

identify students learning curve, understand student requirements, foresee their 

performances and make effective changes in the teaching style. 

 

 
 

Sentiment Analysis of product-based reviews is the goal of this project. The data for this 

project was gathered from "amazon.com" online product updates. We are excited to conduct 

an evaluation of the review data, which we believe will yield positive outcomes. In this 

project we have dataset on amazon food review which will distinguish the reviews of the 

customers online and predict which come under positive statement and which comes under 

negative statement on the basis of scoring. 



1  Introduction 

Sentiment Analysis is the analysis of natural language (NLP) to assess whether information is 
positive, negative, or neutral. It is often used in textual information to assist the organization 

in tracking product and product sentiments in customer feedback and better understanding 
consumer needs. Indigenous language analysis (NLP), machine learning, and other data 

analysis techniques are used in sensory analysis to evaluate and obtain objective quantitative 
discovery from informal and unprocessed text data. 

Sentiment Analysis is important because it allows firms to understand their customers' 
feelings about their product. Organizations are able to make better and more informed 
decisions by automatically distinguishing social media platforms, ratings, and more. 

 

 

 

"It's a boring film but the scenes were good enough." 

The line provided is a review of the film which means "it" (film) is boring but the scenes 

were good. Understanding such feelings requires effort. 

Therefore, Sentiment Analysis is a form of textual division based on the Sentimental 

Orientation (SO) concept it contains. 

Emotional analysis of product reviews recently has become very popular in the text mines 

and integrated language research. 

 
 

● To begin, the review must be stripped of evaluative phrases that reflect opinions. 

 
● Second, the polarity, or SO, of the opinions must be established. 

 
● Finally, the strength of a viewpoint, or its intensity, should be determined. 

 

 
Finally, reviews are categorized according to emotional categories, such as Positive and 

Negative, based on SO of the ideas contained. Due to the popularity of online marketplaces 

in recent decades, online vendors and merchants now require their customers to provide 

feedback on the things they have purchased. Every day, millions of reviews of various 

products, services, and locations are generated over the Internet. 



As a result, the Internet has become the most essential source of information and views about 

a product or service. However, as the quantity of product reviews available grows, it becomes 

more difficult for a potential customer to make an informed judgement about whether or not 

to purchase the product. Customers are further confused by differing perspectives about the 

same product on the one hand, and vague reviews on the other. The requirement to analyse 

these contents appears to be critical for all e-commerce enterprises in this case. 

 
This analysis and classification is a computational study that seeks to solve this challenge by 

extracting subjective information such as views and sentiments from natural language texts. 

Natural language processing, text analysis, computational linguistics, and biometrics have 

all been utilized to address this issue. Machine learning approaches have gained popularity 

in the semantic and review analysis in recent years due to their simplicity and accuracy. 

 
People use Amazon every day for online shopping since it is one of the e-commerce giants 

that allows them to browse thousands of evaluations left by other consumers about the things 

they want. These reviews contain vital information about a product, such as its features, 

quality, and suggestions, allowing buyers to comprehend practically every element. This is 

advantageous not just to consumers, but it also assists merchants who manufacture their own 

items in better understanding consumers and their demands. 

 
The overall semantic of customer reviews is determined by classifying them into positive 

and negative sentiment in this research, which uses supervised techniques to determine the 

overall semantic of customer reviews. 



 

 
 

 



2  Review of Literature 

 
Sentiment Analysis is a rapidly expanding field of Natural Language Analysis, with 
studies ranging from document-class differentiation (Pang and Lee 2008) to learning 

the diversity of words and phrases (e.g., Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown 1997; Esuli 
and Sebastiani 2006). Because of the limited number of characters in tweets, 

dividing the sentiments of Twitter messages is similar to analysing sentence quality 
(e.g., Yu and Hatzivassiloglou 2003; Kim and Hovy 2004); however, the informal 

and special language used in tweets, as well as the nature of the microblogging 
domain, make Twitter Sentiment Analysis a very different task. How the features 

and procedures utilized in well-structured data will be moved to the microblogging 
arena is an outstanding subject. 

 
A lot of emotive papers on Twitter have been published in the last year (Jansen et al. 

2009; Pak and Paroubek 2010; O'Connor et al. 2010; Tumasjan et al. 2010; Bifet 
and Frank 2010; Barbosa and Feng 2010; Davidov, Tsur, and Rappoport 2010). 

Some researchers have started to experiment with speech difficulties, although the 
results are still a bit hazy. There has been minimal research on the utility of current 

sensory resources created in non-microblogging data, yet frequent elements in 
microblogging (e.g., emoticons) are also common. 

 

 
 

Researchers are also looking into different methods for automatically collecting 
training data. To convey their training data, several researchers used icons (Pak and 

Paroubek 2010; Bifet and Frank 2010). (Barbosa and Feng 2010) acquire training 
data using existing Twitter emotional sites. (Davidov, Tsur, and Rappoport 2010) 

utilize hashtags to construct training data as well, but they only test for emotional 
vs. non-emotional isolation rather than 3-way categorization, as we do. 

To achieve the best result, we use WEKA and use the following Machine Learning 
algorithms for the second classification: 

 

 
 

• K-Means Clustering 

• Support Vector Machine 

• Logistic Regression 
• K Nearest Neighbors 

• Naive Bayes 
• Rule Based Classifiers 



Approach 

The main approach used in sentiment analysis is basically comparison of different machine 
learning technologies in order to get the best result out of these machines learning models and 

finding out the reviews based on their score. Reviews with score 1 and 2 is considered a 
negative review, review with score 3 is considered as neutral, review with score 4 and 5 are 

considered as positive review. Using the concepts of wordclouds , it becomes easy to identify 
which review is negative, positive or neutral. 

 
 

After knowing the accuracy of model, then mainly focused on dataset in order to find out the 

number of positive, negative and neutral reviews which makes a company or organization to 
do particular analysis on the product or reviews. Positive reviews give a good feedback about 

the product or review. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Objective of the Project 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Scraping product reviews from numerous websites, particularly 

amazon.com, that feature various products. 

 

 Analyze and classify review data. 

 

 Investigate the sentiment of the dataset at the document level (review level). 

 

 Opinion sentiment is classified or categorise into- 

● Positive 
● Negative 



 



3  System Design 

 
 

Hardware Requirements: 

● Processor Intel Core i5/i7 

● RAM of at least 8 GB is required. 

● A minimum of 60 GB of usable hard disc space is required. 

 

Software Requirements: 

● Python 3.x 

● Google colab 

● NLTK Toolkit 

 
 

Data Information: 

 
● Updates from Amazon are included in the Amazon set data update. As 

of March 2013, the data covered 18 years and included 35 million 

reviews. Product and user information, ratings, and reviews of blank 

documents are all updated. Please see the following page for more 

information: Hidden objects and hidden topics: understanding 

measurement scores in review text, J. McAuley and J. Leskovec. 

RecSys, Inc., 2013. 

 

● Xiang Zhang (xiang.zhang@nyu.edu) compiled a review of Amazon's 

comprehensive results database from the database above. It serves as a 

guide for separating text in the following paper: Yann LeCun, Xiang 

Zhang, Junbo Zhao Text Separating Letters Using Text Transforming 

Networks Neural 28 Information Processing System Development 

(NIPS 2015). 

 

● Amazon updates the whole results database, which was constructed 

by capturing 200,000 samples for each review point from 1 to 5 on 

a scale of 1 to 5. There are 1,000,000 samples in all. 
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4  Performance Analysis 

 
About Data set 

The data set includes 568,454 reviews of fine foods from Amazon over a 10-year span, with 
568,454 reviews up until October 2012. Ratings, product and user information, and a plain 

text review are all included in reviews. It also contains reviews from all of Amazon's other 
categories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The columns are as follows: 

 
1. Product Id: The product's unique identification. 

2. User Id: The user's unique identifier. 

3. User Profile Name: The user's profile name. 

4. Helpfulness Numerator:Number of people who found the review helpful as a 

numerator 



5. Helpfulness Denominator: The number of people who said whether or not they 

found the review useful. 

6. Score: A scale of 1 to 5 is used to assign a score. 

7. Time: Hashcode 

8. Summary:The following is a summary of the review. 

9. Text: Review 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Main Aim 

If you get a review, pick whether it's positive (4 or 5) or bad (5 or 6). (1 or 2 rating). 

How can you tell if a review is positive or negative? 

We can use the terms "School" and "Rating." A good review is one with four or five stars. A 
negative rating of 1 or 2 is possible. The rating of 3 is considered impartial, and such 

evaluations are not taken into account in our research. This is a hypothetical and tested 
approach for assessing a review's polarity (positive vs. unfavourable). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Background 

Classification of Sentiment and analysis 

Because e-commerce websites allow customers to post feedback on various products, 

electronic commerce is growing increasingly popular. Customers generate millions of 
evaluations every day, making it challenging for product manufacturers to keep track of client 

feedback on their products. To get usable information from a big set of data, it is necessary to 
classify such large and complex data. Such issues can be addressed using classification 

algorithms. The practice of classifying data into groups or classes based on common 
characteristics is known as classification (Pandey et al. 2016; Rain 2013). When large 

datasets are employed, the capacity to automate the classification process is a significant 
worry for businesses. 

 

Sentiment analysis, often known as opinion mining, is an NLP task that involves finding and 
extracting subjective information from text sources. The goal of sentiment classification is to 

assess user reviews and categories them as positive or negative, without requiring the 
machine to fully comprehend the semantics of each phrase or document. 

 

This isn't accomplished simply by categorizing words as positive or negative. There are 
several difficulties to overcome. It is not always possible to classify words and sentences 
based on their past positive or negative polarity. The word "wonderful," for example, has a 

prior positive polarity, but when combined with a negative word such as "not," the meaning 
might radically shift. 

 

Different industries, such as movie reviews, travel location reviews, and product reviews, 
have attempted sentiment classification (Liu et al. 2007; Pang et al. 2009; Ye et al. 2009). 

The two most common approaches for sentiment categorization are lexicon-based methods 
and machine learning methods. 



Analysis using Machine learning methods 

In the field of machine learning, there have been a great number of articles published. 
Machine learning algorithms are one of the most widely utilized methodologies for sentiment 

classification. This section tries to address a few of them. Tom Mitchell (1997) presented one 
of the first definitions of machine learning in his book Machine Learning, which is as 

follows: 
 

"With respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P, a computer programmer 

is said to learn from experience E if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P,  improves 
with experience E." 

 

Machine learning tries to create an algorithm that uses example data to optimize the system's 
performance. Machine learning gives a sentiment analysis method that consists of two basic 

components. The first stage is to "learn" the model using the training data, and the second 
step is to use the trained model to classify previously unseen data. There are several 

categories of machine learning algorithms: 
 

1. Supervised learning 
 

2. Semi-supervised learning 
 

3. Unsupervised learning 



1. The process of the algorithm learning from the training data is referred to as supervised 

learning, and it can be compared to a teacher supervising the learning process of their 
students (Brownlee 2016). The supervisor is educating the algorithm what conclusions it 

should produce as an output in some way. As a result, both input and output data are 
provided. It is also necessary for the training data to be labelled. The output will be more 

exact if the classifier receives more labelled data. The purpose of this method is for the 
algorithm to accurately forecast output for fresh input data. The supervisor can direct the 

algorithm back to the correct path if the output differs significantly from the predicted 
outcome. 

 

When dealing with supervised people, however, there are several difficulties. As long as 
tagged data is available, supervised learning works properly. This means that if the machine 

encounters data it hasn't seen before, it will either classify it incorrectly or eliminate it 
because it hasn't "learned" how to identify it. 

 

2 Unlike supervised learning, unsupervised learning is taught on unlabeled data with no 

associated output. The algorithm should figure out the data set's underlying structure on its 
own. This implies it must find comparable patterns in the data in order to decide the output 

without knowing the correct answers. Clustering is one of the most essential strategies in 
unsupervised learning challenges. Clustering is the process of finding similar groupings of 

data in a dataset. 
 

Sentiment words and phrases are typically utilized for unsupervised sentiment classification. 

This indicates that a review's classification is determined by the average semantic orientation 
of its sentences . This is understandable because sentiment terms are frequently the most 

important feature in sentiment classification (Berk 2016). Turney's research incorporated this 
technique. 

 

3. Finally, semi-supervised learning, which combines the advantages of both supervised and 

unsupervised learning, refers to problems in which only a small portion of the training data 
set is labelled and the remainder is unlabeled. This is useful when obtaining data is 

inexpensive but labelling it is time consuming and costly. This method is advantageous in 
theory and practise since having a large amount of unlabeled data throughout the training 

process tends to improve the accuracy of the final model while requiring much less time and 
money to construct (Zhu 2005). Dasgupta and Vincent Ng (2009) employed 2000 unlabeled 

papers and 50 randomly labelled documents in their semi-supervised learning experiment. 



Search Vector Machine 

SVMs (support vector machines) are supervised learning methods for handling sentiment 
categorization problems. This method uses a decision plane to place labelled training data, 

and then an algorithm to generate an optimum hyperplane that divides the data into groups or 
classes. The best hyperplane, as shown in figure 1, is the one that separates the classes by the 

greatest margin. This is accomplished by selecting a hyperplane with the greatest distance 
from the nearest data on each class. 

 

 
 

Naive Bayes 

Another machine learning technique noted for its power despite its simplicity is Nave Bayes. 
This classifier is based on the Bayes theorem and assumes that the characteristics (which in 

text classification are usually words) are mutually independent. Despite the fact that this 
assumption is incorrect (since the sequence of the words matters in some circumstances), 

Nave Bayes classifiers have proven to be quite effective (Rish 2001). Before applying the 
Nave Bayes model to text classification problems, the initial step should be feature extraction.  

 

Feature extraction 

The input (in this case text data) must be processed because machine learning algorithms only 
deal with fixed-length vectors of integers rather than raw text. The Bag of Words Model of 

Text, which is a widely used approach of feature extraction, is used to translate the texts into 
features. The method works by separating the words that appear in the training data set into 

various bags, each with its own number. This number represents the number of times each 
word appears in the document. Figure 2 shows a simple instance of the Bag of Words 

paradigm. Because the position of the words in the document is discarded, the model is called 
a bag of words. 

 

Classification of Sentiments using Lexicon based methods 

Another unsupervised method that depends on word and phrase annotation is the lexicon- 

based method. This method uses a vocabulary of sentiment words and phrases to compute a 
sentiment score for each text (Taboada et al. 2011). The easiest strategy for determining the 

sentiment of a review document in lexicon-based methodologies is to employ a count-based 
approach. We can assign the polarity of the review if we have a text and a lexical resource 

with positive and negative annotations of words and phrases. This signifies that the polarity 
of the evaluation is positive if the number of positive words exceeds the number of negative 



terms. When there are more negative than positive sentiment words in a text, the overall 

sentiment is negative. 
 

However, classifying sentiments just on the basis of sentiment words and phrases is 

insufficient. Sentiment lexicon is necessary but not sufficient for sentiment analysis. 
Liu raises the following concerns with this method: 

 

1. In different fields, positive and negative sentiment terms may have distinct meanings. For 
example, the word "suck" has a bad connotation but can also have a pleasant connotation. 

"This camera sucks," for example, expresses a negative view, but "This vacuum cleaner truly 
sucks." offers a favorable opinion. 

 

2. Sarcastic sentences, even when they contain sentiment words, are frequently difficult to 
deal with. "What a fantastic automobile!" for example. In two days, it ceased operating." 

Despite the fact that the word "good" is a positive term, this is a negative opinion. 
 

3. It's possible that a phrase or opinion lacks a sentiment word, making it difficult for the 
machine to compute a sentiment score for the opinion.” This washer uses a lot of water” has 

no sentiment words but it implies a negative opinion about the washer. 
 

One of the earliest investigations on this strategy was Hu and Liu's (2004) work. They 

proposed a sentiment categorization method based on a vocabulary. They classified sentences 
at the sentence level because they considered that a review normally contains some sentences 

with unfavourable comments and some sentences with positive opinions. They determine if 
each sentence expresses a good or negative viewpoint, and then compile a final review 

summary. 



Related work 

Sentiment analysis has gotten a lot of interest in recent years thanks to the proliferation of 
online reviews. As a result, numerous studies have been conducted in this field. Some of the 

most relevant research works to this thesis are offered in this section. 
 

SVM was tested for text classification by Joachims (1998), who found that it performed well 

in all experiments with lower error levels than other classification methods. 
 

With the use of SVM and Nave Bayes and maximum entropy classification, Pang, Lee, and 

Vaithyanathan (2002) attempted supervised learning for classifying movie reviews into two 
classes, positive and negative. In terms of precision, all three approaches performed 

admirably. They experimented with numerous features and discovered that when a bag of 
words was utilised as a feature in the classifiers, the machine learning algorithms performed 
better. 

 

Three supervised machine learning algorithms, Nave Bayes, SVM, and N-gram model, were 
tested using internet evaluations about various tourism sites throughout the world in a recent 

survey done by Ye et al. (2009). They discovered in this study that properly-trained machine 
learning algorithms perform exceptionally well for classification of vacation destination 

reviews in terms of accuracy. Furthermore, they revealed that the SVM and N-gram models 
produced superior results than the Nave Bayes technique. However, increasing the quantity of 

training data sets lowered the difference between the algorithms dramatically. 

 
Chaovalit and Zhou (2005) compared the supervised machine learning technique to Semantic 
orientation, an unsupervised approach to movie assessment, and concluded that the 

supervised approach was more reliable. 
 

Naive Bayes and SVM are two of the most often utilized algorithms in sentiment 

classification problems, according to various studies (Joachims 1998; Pang et al. 2002; Ye et 
al. 2009). As a result, this thesis attempts to use supervised machine learning methods such as 

Nave Bayes and SVM to Amazon's cosmetic product reviews. 



Exploratory Data Analysis 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Basic Preprocessing 

 

 
We examined any missing values as a preventive approach for basic data. We are fortunate in 

that there are no shortages. Then we'll look for duplicate entries. During our investigation, we 
discovered that the same update is delivered to the same user at the same time in various 
products. It doesn't make any sense. As a result, we'll just preserve the first one and delete a 

few duplicates. 



 
 

 
 

Our data points have now been decreased by around 69 percent. 

 
 

Examining the review pattern 

 

review pattern 



The number of reviews has been steady between 2001 and 2006. However, the number of 

changes began to rise after that. The number of updates with a 5-star rating was the greatest 
of all. Perhaps the vendor is unfairly promoted by the unconfirmed accounts' bogus updates. 

Another factor could be the rise in the number of registered users. 

 

 

 
Examining the target variable 

As previously stated, we will classify any data points with a rating of 3 or higher as positive 
and those with a rating of 3 or lower as negative. The rest of the points will be ignored. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

target 



Observation: It is clear that the classification data set is imbalanced. As a result, we are 

unable to use accuracy as a metric. So let's begin with AUC (Area under ROC curve).  

 
Why isn't accuracy possible with unbalanced datasets? 

 
Consider the following scenario: we have a data set that is uneven. Consider credit card fraud 
detection, in which 98 percent of the points are non-fraud and the remaining 2% are fraud. 

Even if we foresee all of the points as non-fraud, we will achieve 98 percent accuracy in such 
cases. This is not the case, however. As a result, accuracy isn't a metric that may be employed 

 

 

 

Analyzing User behavior 
 

 
 



●  After looking at the number of things that customers brought, we observed that the 

majority of them only brought one. 

●  Because the helpfulness numerator is the number of users who found the review 

helpful, and the helpfulness denominator is the number of users who specified 
whether they found the review useful or not, the helpfulness denominator should 

always be greater than the numerator. In a few cases, however, this is not the case. 
As a result, those points are no longer available. 

 
After preprocessing, the data was reduced from 568454 to 364162. Approximately 64% of 

the data is still available. Let us now go on to the heart of the topic. Data from the review is 
being processed. 

 
Text data preprocessing 

Before we can begin with the forecast analysis and modelling, we need to pre-process the text 
data. As a result, in the processing step, we do the following in the following order::- 

 
●  Starting with the Html tags, remove them. 

●  Remove all punctuation and a small number of special characters such as or. or #,!, 
and so on. 

●  Check to see if the term is alpha-numeric and made up of English letters. 

●  Change the capitalization of the word to lowercase. 

●  Finally, stopwords must be removed. 

 
Train test split 

After we've completed the pre-processing, we'll divide our data into train and test groups. 

Because changes in time can effect updates, we'll make the distinction after filtering the data 
by time. 



Vectorizing text data 

After that, I combined our text with bow vectorization, tfidf vectorization, word2vec 
averages, and tfidf word2vec procedures, keeping them as independent vectors. Because 
vectoring big amounts of data is costly, I performed it on a computer once and then decided I 

didn't want to do it again. 

 
I used the word bag and tfidf unigram technique. Instead of using previously trained weights, 

I trained the model in the instance of word2vec. You can always utilise the n-gram bow / tfidf 
approach, and in word2vec matter, you can use pre-trained embedding. 

 
Always try to match your model to train data before converting it to test data. If you try to 
balance your vectorizer on test data, you can end up with data leakage issues. 

 

 

 
TSNE visualization 

One of the most popular approaches to reduce size is to use TSNE stands for t-distributed 
stochastic neighbour embedding. It's a popular tool for visualising small scales. I tried to 
envision you at a low level before I delved into machine learning models. 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Steps I took to prepare for TSNE: 

 
●  I ran TSNE at several iterations while keeping perplexity constant and identified 

the best stable one. 

●  Keeping that iteration constant, I ran TSNE at several levels of perplexity to 

improve the results. 

●  I ran TSNE again with the same parameters once I had a consistent result. 

 
However, I discovered that TSNE was unable to differentiate points at a lower level.  

 
With 20000 random points, I tried TSNE (with equal class distribution). With a huge number 
of datapoints, the results can be improved. 
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Data Preprocessing: 

There are three steps to data preprocessing: 

● Tokenization, 
● Normalization, and 

● Tagging of parts of speech (POS). 



Tokenization: 

 

The process of dividing a string of text into words, symbols, and other logical pieces 
known as "tokens" is known as tokenization. White space letters and/or punctuation 

marks can be used to separate tokens. It's built in such a way that tokens can be viewed 
as distinct components of a tweet. Icons and abbreviations (e.g., OMG, WTF, BRB) 

are treated as distinct tokens and are considered part of the token creation process. 

 

 
 

Normalization: 
 

The presence of abbreviations in the tweet is recognised throughout the customisation 

process, and the summaries are changed with their genuine meaning (for example, 
BRB -> be right back). We also note the existence of informal reinforcement items 

such as caps (e.g., I LOVE this show!!!) and character repetitions (e.g., I got a loan!! 
happyyyyy) All of the words claim to be written in lower case. A single letter has 

been used to replace repeated character shapes. Finally, any specific Twitter tokens 
(e.g., hashtags, usertags, URLs) are recorded, and placeholders indicating token type 

are altered. of POS, which is the final step in processing. 

 
Part-of-speech: 

 

POS-tagging is the process of assigning a tag to each word in a phrase that indicates 
which part of the word system it belongs to, such as noun, verb, adjective, adjective, 

link link, and so on. We have counting aspects in each tweet, such as the number of 
verbs, adverbs, adjectives, nouns, and any other parts of speech. 



Implementation Methodology (Formulation/Algorithm) 
 

DATA COLLECTION: 

From May 1996 through July 2014, data for product reviews was collected from 

amazon.com. The following information is included in each review: 1) Reviewer ID; 2) 

Product ID; 3) measurement; 4) update time; 5) assistance; 6) text update With the 

exception of the existence of half a star or a star, all ratings are based on a 5-star rating, 

resulting in ratings ranging from 1 to 5 stars. 

EXTRACTION OF SENTIMENT SENTENCES AND POS TAGGING: 

A basic prerequisite for POS tagging is the production of tokens in updates after the removal 

of the phrase STOP, which implies nothing related to emotion. The remaining phrases are 

turned into tokens after the right elimination of STOP words such as "am, is, are, the, but," 

and so on. The POS tagging is aided by these tokens. 

Part-of-speech (POS) taggers have been developed in natural language processing to 

classify words based on their parts of speech. A POS tagger is particularly beneficial for 

sentiment analysis for the following two reasons: 1) Nouns and pronouns are usually devoid 

of any sentiment. A POS tagger can be used to filter out such terms; 2) A POS tagger can 

also be used to distinguish between words that can be used in various parts of speech. 

 

 

NEGATIVE PHRASE IDENTIFICATION: 
With the use of negative beginnings, words like adjectives and actions can communicate 

negative feelings. Consider the following line from an electrical equipment review: "The 

built-in speaker also works, but nothing has changed thus far." The term "conversion" is an 

useful one to use when describing an internet listing. "Nothing is flexible," as a phrase, 

connotes negative or less pleasant sentiments. 

 
As a result, it's critical to recognise these phrases. There are two types of phrases discovered 

in this study: adjective-negative (NOA) and negative-verb (NV) (NOV). 



Discussion 

 
The major purpose of this research was to see which of the SVM and Nave Bayes machine 

learning algorithms performed better at text classification. The Amazon beauty items data 

set was used to do this. The classifiers were assessed by comparing their accuracies in 

several experimental scenarios. 

 
The overall accuracies of two machine learning methods in various experiments. The SVM 

approach had superior accuracy than the Nave Bayes approach in both scenarios where the 

algorithms were deployed on reviews and when they were applied on summaries, according 

to the results from the first set of tests presented in table 3. However, the difference in 

accuracy between these methods is negligible. 

 
This experiment shown that properly-trained machine learning algorithms with a large 

enough training data set can do exceptionally well in categorization. SVM outperforms 

Naive Bayes in terms of accuracy, albeit the differences aren't significant, and the 

algorithms can properly classify more than 90% of the time. 

 
In both situations, the findings from the second set of experiments, reported in Tables 4 and 

5, showed that the Naive Bayes technique was more accurate than the SVM. This 

experiment had a significantly smaller data set than the last one, with only 300 reviews 

from 10 distinct products. 

 
The size of the data sets could be one explanation for the disparity. The training data set in 

the first experiment is substantially larger than in the second experiment. This may lead to 

the conclusion that the SVM model performs better when there is more data. In their 

experiment, Fang and Zhan (2015) got a similar result. They use the Nave Bayes, SVM, 

and Random Forest models to handle the problem of sentiment analysis on Amazon reviews 

in their study. They showed that the SVM model outperforms the other classifiers when 

given more training data. 

 
Another factor could be the three-star reviews, which are normally classified as impartial. 

However, in the second trial, they were deemed negative due to the tiny size of the data set. 

This may have had an impact on the outcome of the second experiment. It would be 

fascinating to see if categorising them as positive yields a different result in future research. 



SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS: 

 
Naïve Bayesian classifier: 

 
Another machine learning technique noted for its power despite its simplicity is Naive Bayes. 

This classifier is based on the Bayes theorem and assumes that the characteristics (which in 
text classification are usually words) are mutually independent. Despite the fact that this 

assumption is incorrect (since the sequence of the words matters in some circumstances), 
Naive Bayes classifiers have proven to be quite effective (Rish 2001). Before using the Naive 

Bayes model to text classification problems, the initial step should be feature extraction. 
 

The following is how the Nave Bayesian classifier works: Assume you have a collection of 
training data, D, where each tuple is represented by an n-dimensional feature vector, X=x 1,x 

2,...,x n, indicating n measurements taken on the tuple from n attributes or features. Assume 
m classes, C 1, C 2,..., C m. The classifier will predict that tuple X belongs to C I if and only 

if: P(C I |X)>P(C j |X), where i,j[1,m]a n d ij are the variables. P(C I |X) is calculated as 
follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Random forest 
 

Because a random forest category outperformed a single decision tree in terms of 

accuracy, it was picked. It's actually a bagging-based compilation method. The separator 

functions in the following way: The initial phase of D-given creates D-bootstrap samples 

of D, with each sample representing Di. The number of tuples transformed from D in a Di 

is the same as D. Because samples are replaced, some original copies of D may be missing 

from Di, while others may appear many times. After then, the classifier creates a decision 

tree based on each Di. As a result, 



 

 

 

 

a “forest" that consists of k decision trees is formed. 

 
Each tree presents its estimate of the class forecast as a single vote to separate the 

unknown tuple, X. The X class's final selection is made by the person who receives the 

most votes. 

CART is the decision tree algorithm used in scikit-learn (Classification and Regression 

Trees). CART's tree induction is based on the Gini index. The Gini index for D is 

calculated as follows: 

 

 

The probability that a tuple in D belongs to class C I is given by pi. The Gini index is a 

measure of D impurity. The better D was partitioned, the lower the index value. 

 



 

 

 

Support vector Machine 
 

SVM (Support Vector Machine) is a technique for separating direct and indirect data. SVM 

looks for the correct linear hyperplane (line kernel) while categorising data, which is the 

decision bar that separates data into different classes. A hyper plane divider can be calculated 

statistically as W X + b = 0, where W is a weight vector and W = w1, w2,..., w n. X is a 

training tuple. A scale is denoted by the letter b. 

The problem effectively translates to the minimization of W in order to optimise the 

hyperplane, which is eventually computed as: 
 

 

 

 

where αi are numeric parameters, and yi are labels based on support 

vectors, Xi . 

 

That is: if yi =1 then 
 

 

 
SVM employs an indirect map to turn data into a maximum size if it can't be split by a line. 

Then find a line hyperplane to solve the problem. Kernel functions are the tools used to 

make such changes. The Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) was chosen as the kernel 

function for our experiment: 
 

 

 

 

 

Xi are support vectors, X j are testing tuples, and is a free parameter in our experiment 

that utilises the default value from scikit-learn. On the following page, Figure illustrates a 

classification example of SVM based on the linear kernel and the RBF kernel. 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Logistic Regression 

 
The likelihood of an outcome with only two possible values is predicted using logistic 

regression (i.e. a dichotomy). One or more predictors are used to make the prediction 
(numerical and categorical). For two reasons, linear regression is ineffective for 

predicting the value of a binary variable: 

 



A line break indicates values that are outside of the permitted range (e.g., predictors  
that may be outside the range 0 to 1) 
The residues will not generally be dispersed in proportion to the anticipated line 

since dichotomous tests may only have one of two possible values per test.  

Logistic retreat, on the other hand, results in a curve that is limited to integers between 

0 and 1. Object reversal is identical to line reversal, but the curve is created using the 
natural logarithm of the target variety's "constraints," rather than possibilities. 

Furthermore, the predictions in each group do not need to be evenly distributed or 
even equally variable. 

The model coefficient corresponds with predictions and target in the retrospective 

regression using high probability (MLE) estimations. The method is repeated until the 

LL (Log Likelihood) does not change appreciably after the initial function is 

constrained. 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We can see that the dropdown and linear SVM in the central characteristics of word2vec 

provide the most common model after experimenting with a few machine learning 
approaches. 



Implementation Details 

 
To do the study, we will use a dataset from Kaggle, namely the “Amazon Fine Food” 
Reviews dataset. 

 
All analysis and visualisation will be done in Google Colab, however any Python IDE would 
suffice. 

 
Step 1: Read the Data 

 

 

 

 

Checking the dataframe's head: 



 
 

We can see that the dataframe contains information on the product, the user, and the reviews. 
"Summary," "Text," and "Score" are the most important data for this analysis. 

 
Text — This variable holds all of the information about the product review. 

Summary — This is a condensed version of the whole review. 

Score — The product rating provided by the customer. 

 

 

 
Step 2: Data Analysis 

Now, we will take a look at the variable “Score” to see if majority of the 
customer ratings are positive or negative. 



 
 

 

The resulting plot looks like this: 
 
 
 
 



From here, we can see that most of the customer rating is positive. This leads me to believe 

that most reviews will be pretty positive too, which will be analyzed in a while. 

 
Now, we can create some wordclouds to see the most frequently used words in the reviews. 

 
The code above generates a word cloud that looks like this: 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Other popular names that can be seen here include “taste,” “product,” “love,” and “Amazon.” 

These terms are generally correct, and they indicate that most of the reviews in the database 
reflect positive emotions. 

 

 

 
Step 3: Classifying Tweets 

In this step, we will classify reviews into “positive” and “negative,” so we can use this as 
training data for our sentiment classification model. 

 
Positive reviews will be classified as +1, and negative reviews will be classified as -1. 

We will classify all reviews with ‘Score’ > 3 as +1, indicating that they are positive.  

All reviews with ‘Score’ < 3 will be classified as -1. Reviews with ‘Score’ = 3 will be 

dropped, because they are neutral. Our model will only classify positive and negative 
reviews. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking at the head of the data frame now, we can see a new column called 
‘sentiment:’ 

 
 

 



Step 4: More Data Analysis 

Now that we have classified tweets into positive and negative, let’s build 

wordclouds for each! 

 
First, we will create two data frames — one with all the positive 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Wordcloud — Positive Sentiment 

 

 
 



 

 
 

 

 

Wordcloud — Negative Sentiment 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
As noted above, the cloud of positive thoughts filled with positive words, such as 

“love,” “best,” and “pleasant.” 



The cloud of bad ideas filled the air with many negative words, such as 

“disappointed,” and “yuck.” 

 
The words “good” and “great” initially appear to be derogatory, an expression of 

endearment. This is because they are used in a bad situation, such as "they are not 

right." Because of this, I have removed those two words from the word cloud. 

 
Finally, we can take a look at the distribution of reviews with sentiment across the 

dataset: 
 
 



 
 

 

Finally, we can build the sentiment analysis model! 

 
This model will take the update as an installation. It will then come up with an estimate of 

whether the review is good or bad. 

 
This is a segmentation job, so we're going to train a simple model to back things up for us to 
do. 

 
For reference, take a look at the data frame again: 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Step 5: Building the Model 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

There are a few steps we need to take: 

 
●  Data Cleaning 

 
We will use summary data to come up with predictions. First, we need to remove all 

punctuation marks from the data. 
 

 

 
 



●  Split the Dataframe 

 
The new data frame should only have two columns — “Summary” (the review 

text data), and “sentiment” (the target variable). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Taking a look at the head of the new data frame, this is the data it will now contain: 
 

 

 
 

We will now split the data frame into train and test sets. 80% of the data will be used 
for training, and 20% will be used for testing. 



 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

●  Create a bag of words 

 
Next, we will use a count vectorizer from the Scikit-learn library. 

 
This will transform the text in our data frame into a word bag model, which will contain a 
small value matrix. The number of each word appearing will be calculated and printed. 

 
We will need to convert the text into a word bag model as the retrieval algorithm can 
understand the text. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Import Logistic Regression 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Split target and independent variables 

 

 

 



●  Fit model on data 
 
 

 

 

●  Make predictions 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

We have successfully built a simple logistic regression model, and trained the data on it. We 

also made predictions using the model. 

 
Step 6: Testing 

Now, we can test the accuracy of our model! 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Confusion matrix that looks like this: 
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The classification report: 
 
 

 
 

The final accuracy of the model = 93%, considerably good without any feature extraction 
and preprocessing. 



Applications of Sentiment Analysis 

 
 Sentiment analysis offers organizations the ability to monitor various social sites in real 

time and not accordingly. 

 
 Utilization of sentiment analysis techniques in stock picking can lead to superior 

returns. 

 
 Aspect level sentiment analysis is the most fine-grained analysis of review articles and 

social media snippets with respect to specific objects and their aspects. 

 
 Augmentation to recommendation system. 

 

 Detecting sensitive content webpages. 

 
 Finding customers attitude and trends. 

 

 Applications in politics, rulemaking and sociology. 

 
 Prediction of sales performance. 

 
 Public opinion polls. 

 
 Stock market prediction. 

 
 Box office revenues for movies. 

 
 Election results predictions. 

 
 Detecting heating languages in emails. 

 
 Sentiment oriented question answering system. 

 
 Sentiment analysis plays important role in market research. 

 

 Useful in personalized medical diagnosis. 
 

 Most commonly useful in online services. 



Limitations and further study 

 
The data set has not been pre-processed in order to execute the experiments in this project. 

Pre-processing is the process of cleaning and preparing data before it is delivered to the 
algorithms. Many irrelevant and uninformative aspects are common in online evaluations, 

and they may not even affect its orientation. Many processes, such as deleting white space 
and stop words, are involved in this procedure. 

 
The findings of all of the studies show that when applied to review summaries, both 

approaches produce higher accuracy. The nature of the reviews could be one possible 
explanation for this outcome. Because the reviews themselves contain a significant amount of 

words, the bag of words features may be sparse. As a result, we can see that the algorithms' 
accuracies are higher for all experiments when applied to summaries that are more 

informative and have fewer words. 
 

The text reviews were not pre-processed before being submitted to the classifiers in this 
investigation. Haddi et al. (2013), on the other hand, show in their study that pre-processing 
the data can improve the classifier's performance greatly. Their investigation showed that 

employing proper pre-processing methods can increase the accuracy of a classifier like SVM. 
More research should be done to see if pre-processing the training data set improves the 

outcomes. 
 

Another drawback is that the bag of words approach ignores the position of words in a text, 
which can have a negative impact on the review's semantics. For example, despite the fact 

that the overall attitude of the review is negative, a computer might evaluate it as positive 
since it contains a large amount of positive terms (Pang et al. 2002). " This film sounds like it 

has a wonderful plot, great performers, and a good supporting cast, and Stallone is aiming to 
give a good performance. It will, however, fail." 

 
This is the concept of "thwarted expectations," which has been identified by Pang et al. 
(2002) and Turney (2002), who stated that "the total is not always the sum of the parts." 

Another issue that needs be addressed in the topic of sentiment categorization is the 
identification of negation and its impact on sentence semantic interpretation. Future research 

could be useful in exploring this topic further and providing solutions. 
 

In this study, only two major machine learning algorithms were investigated. Future research 
could look into other efficient sentiment classifiers, such as Decision trees. 



Conclusion 

 
Sentiment Analysis involves division of text on the basis of emotions it contains. Project 

on the emotional analysis that combines three key steps,i.e, data modification, review 

analysis and emotion analysis, and describes the strategies for representation involved.  

 
Sentiment Analysis is the subject of one of the most emerging researches on text mining 

and integration languages, and contains a lot of research attention over the past few years. 

Future research shall involve sophisticated ways of finding an idea and extracting a 

product feature, and new classification models to address the structure of ordered labels in 

the scale. Applications using the outcomes of emotional analysis are expected to appear 

soon. 

 
Sentiment analysis is the process of identifying the feeling expressed in the text or 

document. We proposed a methodology for mining the food reviews based on score 

combined with existing text analysing packages. The proposed system has produced a 

very good result using the score ratings. The limitation of this system is, it works better 

only for the open sentiments like rating or scores. The results were not promising for 

hidden sentiments. In Future work, prediction based methods will be implemented with 

existing approach. More features will be extracted to handle the implicit sentiment 

analysis. 
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